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(TPG) for scan-based built-in self-test (BIST)

reduction in switching activity is achieved in

that can reduce switching activity in circuits

large circuits. Experimental results also show

under test (CUTs) during BIST and also

that the proposed BIST can be implemented

achieve

with low area overhead.

very

high

fault

coverage

with

reasonable lengths of test sequences. The

that occur at scan inputs during scan shift
operations and hence reduces switching

Since in built-in self-test (BIST), test patterns

comprised of two TPGs: LT-RTPG and 3-

are generated and applied to the circuit-under-

weight WRBIST. Test patterns generated by

test (CUT) by on-chip hardware, minimizing

the LT-RTPG detect easy-to-detect faults and

hardware overhead is a major concern of BIST

test patterns generated by the 3-weight
faults

that

implementation. Unlike stored pattern BIST,

remain

which requires high hardware overhead due to

undetected after LT-RTPG patterns are

memory devices required to store precomputed

applied. The proposed BIST TPG does not

test patterns, pseudorandom BIST, where test

require modification of mission logics, which
can

lead

to

Experimental

performance
results

for

patterns are generated by pseudorandom pattern

degradation.

generators such as linear feedback shift registers
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(LFSRs) and cellular automata (CA), requires

benchmark circuits demonstrate that the

very

proposed BIST can significantly reduce
switching

activity

during

BIST

Larger

I. INTRODUCTION

activity in the CUT. The proposed BIST is

detect

circuits.

Index Terms—Built-in self-test (BIST), heat
dissipation during test application, low power testing,
power dissipation during test application, random
pattern testing.

proposed BIST TPG decreases transitions

WRBIST

benchmark

little

hardware

overhead.

However,

achieving high fault coverage for CUTs that

while

contain many random pattern resistant faults
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(RPRFs) only with (pseudo) random patterns

3-weight WRBIST, only three weights, 0, 0.5,

generated by an LFSR or CA often requires

and 1, are assigned. Since only three weights are

unacceptably

thereby

used, circuitry to generate weights is simple;

resulting in prohibitively long test time. The

weight 1 (0) is obtained by fixing a signal to a 1

random pattern test length required to achieve

(0) and weight 0.5 by driving a signal by an

high fault coverage is often determined by only

output of a pseudorandom pattern generator,

a few RPRFs [1].

such as an LFSR. Weight sets are calculated

long

test

sequences

from test cubes for RPRFs.

Several techniques have been proposed to
address

this

problem.

Reseedable

and/or
II. 3-WEIGHT WRBIST

reconfigurable LFSRs are proposed in [2]–[4]. In

A. Generator

[5] and [6], random patterns that do not detect

In this paper, we assume that the sequential

any new faults are mapped into deterministic

primary and state inputs, and

tests for RPRFs. In test point insertion (TPI)

CUT has

techniques [7], [8], control and observation

employs full-scan. Even though the proposed

points are inserted at selected gates to improve

BIST TPG is applicable to scan designs with

detection probabilities of RPRFs. In weighted

multiple scan chains, we assume that all

random pattern testing [1], [9]–[11], the outputs

primary and state inputs are driven by a single

of test pattern generator (TPG) are biased to

scan chain unless stated otherwise (application

generate test sequences that have nonuniform

to multiple scan chains is discussed separately in

signal

detection

Section V) only for clarity and convenience of

escape

illustration. A test cube is a test pattern that has

pseudorandom test sequences, which have a uni-

unspecified inputs. The detection probability of

form signal probability of 0.5. Random pattern

a fault is defined as the probability that a

generators proposed in [12] and [13] use Markov

randomly generated test pattern detects the fault

sources to exploit spatial correlation between

[1]. In the 3-weight WRBIST scheme, fault

state inputs that are consecutively located in the

coverage for a random pattern resistant circuit is

scan chain. A 3-weight weighted random BIST

enhanced by improving detection probabilities

(3-weight WRBIST) can be classified as an

of RPRFs; the detection probability of an RPRF

extreme case of conventional weighted random

is improved by fixing some inputs of the CUT to

pattern testing BIST. However, in contrast to

the values specified in a deterministic test cube

conventional weighted random pattern testing

for the RPRF. A generator or weight set is a

BIST where various weights, e.g., 0, 0.25, 0.5,

vector that represents weights that are assigned

0.75, 1.0, can be assigned to outputs of TPGs, in

to inputs of the circuit during 3-weight

probabilities

probabilities

of

to

increase

RPRFs

that
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WRBIST. Inputs that are assigned weight 1 (0)

switching activity during BIST by reducing

are fixed to 1 (0) and inputs that are assigned

transitions at scan inputs during scan shift

weight 0.5 are driven by outputs of the

operations. An example LT-RTPG is shown in

pseudorandom pattern generator, such as an

Fig. 3. The LT-RTPG is comprised of an

LFSR and a CA. A generator is calculated from

stage LFSR,

-

a set of deterministic test cubes for RPRFs.
Fig.3. LT-RTPG.

Inputs that are assigned
’s in a generator are called conflicting inputs of the
generator.

-input AND gate, and a toggle flip-flop (T
flip-flop). Hence, it can be implemented with
Fig. 1. Example test cube sets. (a) Testcube set
subsets
.

very little hardware. Each of

. (b) Testcube

inputs of the AND gate is connected
(weight sets).

to either a normal or an inverting output of the
LFSR stages. If large
is used, large sets of neighboring state inputs
will be assigned identical values in most test patterns, resulting in the decrease fault coverage or
the increase in test sequence length. Hence, like
[23], in this paper, LT-RTPGs with only

or 3 are used. Since a

Fig. 2. Exemplary 3-weight WRBIST.

flip-flop holds previous values until the input
of the
flip-flop is assigned a 1, the same value

A. LT-RTPG
The LT-RTPG proposed in [23] reduces

, where
10
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, is repeatedly scanned into the scan

circuits. In this paper we demonstrate that

chain until the value at the output of the AND

augmenting the LT-RTPG with the serialfixing

gate becomes 1. Hence, adjacent scan flip-flops

3-weight WRBIST proposed in [27] can attain

are assigned identical values in most test

high fault coverage without excessive switching

patterns and scan inputs have fewer transitions

activity or large area overhead even for circuits

during scan shift operations. Since most

that have large numbers of RPRFs.

switching activity during scan BIST occurs
during scan shift operations (a capture cycle
occurs at every
cycles), the LT-RTPG can reduce heat

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

dissipation during overall scan testing. Various
properties of the LT-RTPG are studied and a

Table I compares results obtained by

detailed methodology for its design is presented

applying test sequences generated by

in [23].

regular LFSRs (LFSR sequences, for

It has been observed that many faults that

short) and results obtained by applying

escape random patterns are highly correlated

test sequences generated by the proposed

with each other and can be detected by

TPGs (the proposed TPG sequences, for

continuously complementing values of a few

TABLE I COMPARISONS WITH LFSR GENERATED PATTERNS (SINGLE
SCAN CHAIN)

inputs

from

a

parent

test

vector.

This

observation is exploited in [26][27], [31], and
[32] to improve fault coverage for circuits that
have large numbers of RPRFs. We have also
observed that tests for faults that escape LTRTPG test sequences share many common input
assignments. This implies that RPRFs that
escape

LT-RTPG

test

sequences

can

be

effectively detected by fixing selected inputs to

short). Columns under the heading LFSR give

binary values specified in deterministic test

results of LFSR sequences while columns under

cubes for these RPRFs and applying random

the heading proposed give results of proposed

patterns to the rest of inputs. This technique is

TPG sequences. The column # pat under the

used in the 3-weight WRBIST to achieve high

heading LFSR shows the number of test patterns

fault coverage for random pattern resistant

generated by the LFSR and the column achieved
11
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by the LFSR sequence.

correlated. The proposed BIST is comprised
of two TPGs: LT-RTPG
[23] and 3-weight WRBIST [27]. Test sequences

VII. CONCLUSION

generated by the LT-RTPG detect easy-to-detect
faults.

Faults

that

escape

LT-RTPG

test

sequences are detected by test patterns generated
This paper presents a low

by the 3-weight WRBIST. The number of

hardware overhead TPG for scan-based BIST

weight sets (generators) is minimized by guiding

that can reduce switching activity in CUTs

the proposed ATPG with cost functions that

during BIST and also achieve very high fault

reflect the number of conflicting inputs to be in-

coverage with a reasonable length of test

curred by setting an input to a binary value. An

sequence. Unacceptably long test sequences

algorithm to design the 3-weight WRBIST that

are often required to attain high fault coverage

requires minimal hardware overhead and whose

with pseudorandom test patterns for circuits

patterns cause minimal number of transitions

that have many random pattern resistant

during scan shift cycles is presented. Hardware

faults. The main objective of most recent

overhead for the proposed TPG is further

BIST techniques has been the design of TPGs

reduced by identifying compatible scan chains in

that achieve high fault coverage at acceptable

multiple scan chain designs. Experimental re-

test lengths for such circuits. While this ob-

sults

jective still remains important, reducing heat

for

demonstrate

ISCAS’89
that

the

benchmark
proposed

circuits

BIST

can

dissipation during test application is also

significantly reduce switching activity during BIST

becoming an important objective. Since the

while achieving 100% fault coverage for all

correlation

benchmark circuits. Larger reduction in switching

applied

to

between

circuit

activity is achieved for large circuits, which have

significantly lower, switching activity in the

long scan chains. The proposed BIST structure does

circuit can be significantly higher during BIST

not require modification of mission logic which can

than

cause performance degradation. Experimental results

during

its

during

patterns
is

that

a

consecutive

normal

BIST

operation.

for large industrial circuits demonstrate that the

Excessive switching activity during test ap-

proposed TPG can significantly improve fault

plication can cause several problems. The

coverage of LFSR generated test sequences with low

proposed TPG reduces the number of

hardware overhead.

transitions that occur at scan inputs during
scan shifting by scanning in the test
patterns where neighboring bits are highly
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